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SPECIAL APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, CORRESPONDING TO THE DAILY MESSAGE,
TRANSMITTED AT THE WATERFALL IN DORNES, FERREIRA DO ZÊZERE, SANTARÉM,
PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN 

I am this fountain of Graces of the Universe, more potent and powerful than all the fountains in the
world.

I am more sublte than all the waterfalls in the world because, through My Maternal Heart, I make
flourish and give life to the soul that had been dead.

I am this water that washes and redeems all, because I am this divine code of light that can penetrate
beyond the consciousness and, in this way, establish the spiritual purpose for each being.

I am this merciful fountain that restores all things and intercedes for Her children so that they never
lose the path that will lead them to love.

I am this living and resplendent spring that brings to the spirit the essence of unity and peace.

I am this Sacred Spirit of God that was gestated in the most pure womb of Creation, which brought
to the world the truth of God, incarnated through the Beloved Son.

I am this path that will always lead you to find the great and only fountain of love that will quench
your thirst: Jesus Christ.

Because of this, dear children, each time you unite to My fountain of love, you will be uniting to the
luminous fountain of My Son and the fountain of the Celestial Father.

I wish that from your hearts would spring this feeling of always seeking unity among the beings
above all, because in this way your hearts will be healed and will be born to the renewed life in
Christ through My fountain of peace.

My children, I leave this aspiration of Mine: that you may live in the only Source of God and that
you may follow one path. My Pure and Immaculate Heart offers Itself to lead you to the revelation
of the great mystery of love.

I am happy seeing My children of Europe today gathered around My fountain full of Graces.

I love you and always contemplate you.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you under the Holy Spirit of God, 

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


